GEOGRAPHY ◄

Method◄ Commenting on 2 documents ►

Oral presentations ◄ Case studies ►
CS1 ◄ GLOBAL FLOWS & THE UK ►
Which massive flows interconnect the
world & the UK?
 Worldwide trade & investment
 People on the move
CS2 ◄THE CALAIS MIGRANT CRISIS ►
What does the Calais Migrant crisis tell us
about international migration to the UK?
 Coming to Calais
 Living and leaving Calais

►

THE UK & INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION

LONDON, A GLOBAL CITY

Comment on the following sources:

Comment on the following sources:

GUIDELINE

THE CALAIS MIGRANT CRISIS

GUIDELINE

THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A GLOBAL CITY

Source 1. Kate Evans, Threads, The Calais cartoon, 2015.

Source 1. Typographic London map, Christian Tate, Time Out London Student
Guide

Source 2. By Andrew Osborn, Reuters, 3 August 2015.
Dramatic images of migrants storming the Channel Tunnel from France
have prompted Prime Minister David Cameron‟s government to ramp an
anti-immigration rhetoric and spurred Eurosceptics to amplify call for
Britain to quit the European Union. […] The Calais events pose a political problem by spotlighting his failure to keep his promise on controlling
immigration. That may make it harder for him to persuade voters to stay
in the EU. […]
Now some French politicians are talking about scrapping treaties that
allow Britain to operate border controls on the French side of the tunnel.
[…] The British government has responding by pledging more security
fencing and sniffer dogs. It has also promised to bring forward a law to
tighten immigration rules. […] On Sunday, Theresa May, the interior
minister, spoke of the need to convey the message that Britain‟s streets
were not „paved with gold‟.

Source 2. Urban regeneration
The Olympic-led regeneration of Stratford was one of the biggest development
projects London has seen. If you live or work in the area, how have you experienced the transformation? […] Share your pictures and stories and we‟ll feature
a selection.
Ruth Kosminski: Since the regeneration of East London, there has been a lot
of hype about how fantastic the area is to live in. This is mostly from professional people who have “just discovered” that the East End is not the dump they
thought it was. House prices have become very silly to put it mildly. If you are on
a low income then you won‟t stand a chance of buying your own home. Today I
can buy a cappuccino for £5. This is E17 not Park Lane. Under all the hype
there are still very real social problems that were here before the regeneration
and still remain today. I feel that these problems are deliberately swept under
the carpet.
Londoners, www.witness.theguardian.com, Thursday 28 January 2016.

CS3 ◄ IMMIGRATION TO THE UK ►
To what extent is the UK a ‘magnet for
migrants’? What is the impact of immigration on the UK?
 A too attractive country?
 The subsequent debates
CS3 ◄ EMIGRATION FROM THE UK ►
Is the UK still a country of emigration?
 A long-established tradition
 The case of re-emigration
 A new trend: amenity migration
CS5 ◄ LONDON, A GLOBAL CITY ►
What are the characteristics of a global
city?
 An attractive city
 New challenges
LONDON MAYORS

‘Red’ Ken LIVINGSTONE 20002008 (Labour),
Central London
congestion charge

‘Mad’ Boris
JOHNSON 20082016 (Tory),
‘Boris bikes’, head
of ‘Leave EU’

Sadiq KHAN 2016
-2020 (Labour),
1st Muslim,
from Pakistani
deprived origin

Online resources - Ressources en ligne
 Dictionnaire en ligne pour la pronunciation,
traduction, la définition ou les synonymes d’un
mot @ http://www.wordreference.com/enfr/
 Documents @ http://www.evoltairehg.fr

